ABSTRACT Reaction directionality is a key constraint in the modeling of genome-scale metabolic networks. We thermodynamically constrained reaction directionality in a multicompartmental genome-scale model of human metabolism, Recon 1, by calculating, in vivo, standard transformed reaction Gibbs energy as a function of compartment-specific pH, electrical potential, and ionic strength. We show that compartmental pH is an important determinant of thermodynamically determined reaction directionality. The effects of pH on transport reaction thermodynamics are only seen to their full extent when metabolites are represented as pseudoisomer groups of multiple protonated species. We accurately predict the irreversibility of 387 reactions, with detailed propagation of uncertainty in input data, and manually curate the literature to resolve conflicting directionality assignments. In at least half of all cases, a prediction of a reversible reaction directionality is due to the paucity of compartment-specific quantitative metabolomic data, with remaining cases due to uncertainty in estimation of standard reaction Gibbs energy. This study points to the pressing need for 1), quantitative metabolomic data, and 2), experimental measurement of thermochemical properties for human metabolites.
INTRODUCTION
Genome-scale metabolic reconstructions have found widespread applications in systems biology and biotechnology, including contextualization of high-throughput data, guidance of metabolic engineering, directing hypothesis-driven discovery, interrogation of multispecies relationships, and network property discovery (1, 2) . Given a stoichiometrically accurate representation of experimental biochemical and molecular biological literature, one may use constraintbased reconstruction (3) and analysis (4) methods for in silico phenotype prediction. The predictive fidelity of a constraint-based model is dependent on the accuracy of the constraints used to eliminate physicochemically and biochemically infeasible network states. When modeling metabolic networks with flux balance analysis (5) , in general, the most important constraints are derived from the steady-state mass balance assumption, bounds on rates of exchange of metabolites with the surrounding medium, and constraints on the direction of net flux for otherwise reversible reactions.
The constraint equations for a metabolic model define an underdetermined feasible set of reaction fluxes. In unicellular organisms, a biological objective (6) , such as maximization of biomass yield per unit of glucose uptake, can be used to predict a single flux vector within this feasible set (5) . With flux balance analysis of a metabolic network (5) , it is critical to realize that the optimal value of the objective is often strongly modulated by reaction directionality (7) . There are two forms of thermodynamic constraints on reaction directionality. Local thermodynamic constraints apply on a reaction-by-reaction basis, where a negative reaction Gibbs energy dictates a net forward reaction flux (8) . Nonlocal thermodynamic constraints apply to sets of reactions and arise due to the necessity to satisfy energy conservation, in addition to the second law of thermodynamics (9) (10) (11) .
Quantitative assignment of reaction directionality can be achieved empirically by integration of thermodynamic constants (12) (13) (14) with quantitative metabolomic data (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . Unfortunately, thermodynamic constants have not yet been measured for most metabolites, but semiempirical methods for estimating standard metabolite species Gibbs energy (13) or standard reaction Gibbs energy (14) are constantly improving. Ludwig von Bertalanffy ) was a pioneer in systems theory who advocated that biochemical thermodynamics would be central to systems approaches to biology (21) . We recently published an algorithmic pipeline, von Bertalanffy 1.0 (22) , for quantitative assignment of reaction directionality in multicompartmental (multiphase) genome-scale metabolic models. This opensource extension to the Constraint-Based Reconstruction and Analysis (COBRA) toolbox (23) utilizes experimental (24) or computationally estimated (13) standard metabolite species Gibbs energy, transformed to in vivo pH, temperature, ionic strength, and electrical potential, to predict upper and lower bounds on standard transformed reaction Gibbs energy. In models where pH, electrical potential, and ionic strength vary between compartments, each standard metabolite species Gibbs energy must be transformed to a compartment-specific standard transformed Gibbs energy.
Here, we describe quantitative assignment of reaction directionality in Recon 1 (25) , based on biochemical thermodynamics (12, 20) and implemented with von Bertalanffy 1.1, where enumeration of metabolite structural groups is used to reduce uncertainty in thermodynamic estimates (13) . Recon 1 is a genome-scale model of human metabolism with 2784 metabolites across eight cell compartments, with 2125 nontransport reactions and 1236 transport reactions. Reaction directionality in Recon 1 had been assigned based on biochemical data, if available, otherwise reaction direction was obtained from biochemical studies of identical reactions in other organisms or mechanistically similar reactions. In the absence of such information, Recon 1 reactions were assumed to be reversible. Previously, thermodynamic constraints on reaction directionality were imposed on a reconstruction of human liver metabolism, HepatoNet1 (26) . That approach did not explicitly account for variation in pH and electrostatic potential between compartments and assumed that a single ionic species is representative of each metabolite, which does not always hold (20, 27, 28) . Here we thermodynamically constrain Recon 1 by representing each metabolite with a pseudoisomer group of ionic species that are calculated to be significantly present in vivo. All metabolite species are assigned distinct thermodynamic properties for each compartment using literature-derived pH, electrostatic potential, and quantitative metabolomic data, where available. Alberty (12, 24, 29) and more recently Jol et al. (28) have derived relations that indicate how pH and electrostatic potential should be treated in multicompartmental models. Here we provide a complementary derivation, arriving at the same result. However, we believe our method sheds new light on the criterion for directionality of intercompartmental transport reactions, when pH and electrostatic potential are taken into account. We compare quantitative assignment of reaction directionality to qualitatively assigned Recon 1 directionality and resolve discrepancies by detailed comparison with experimental literature. Furthermore, we estimate bounds on in vivo concentration for a subset of metabolites, which upon further research, agree well with experimental literature.
METHODS

Standard transformed metabolite Gibbs energy of formation
In deriving the thermodynamic potential of each metabolite, one must make careful consideration of in vivo conditions (12) . We previously summarized the relevant theory (20) and further theoretical explanation may be found in Cell Compartment pH in the Supporting Material. In short, many metabolites contain weakly acidic and/or basic functional groups that have a tendency to lose or gain protons in aqueous solution. At timescales typical for biochemical reactions, one may represent each metabolite as an equilibrated mixture of differently charged ions, termed ''metabolite species''. This assumption is often indicated by referring to each metabolite as representing a pseudoisomer group of metabolite species at equilibrium (12) . For a given metabolite, the relative abundance of each species in the pseudoisomer group depends on the pK a for deprotonation of that species and the pH (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material). The thermodynamic potential of a metabolite at in vivo conditions is a function of metabolite concentration and standard transformed metabolite Gibbs energy of formation,
where the summation is over standard transformed Gibbs energy of each metabolite species j, within the pseudoisomer group i. At specified in vivo temperature T, ionic strength I, and pH, the standard transformed Gibbs energy of a metabolite species with N j (H) hydrogen atoms and electrical charge Q j is given by
where D f G j allows subsequent metabolomic data integration to be in terms of metabolite concentration rather than metabolite activity. This is useful as it is generally metabolite concentration that is reported in experimental studies.
Thermodynamic data
To calculate D f G 00 i , first we used tables of D f G 0 j that were backcalculated from experimentally determined equilibrium constants and pK a by Alberty (24) . Second, we complemented this approach by estimating D f G 0 j using a biochemically tailored group contribution method developed in a series of articles by Henry et al. (15) , Jankowski et al. (13) , and Finley et al. (30) . Hereafter, we distinguish experimentally derived and estimated thermodynamic quantities with the subscripts obs and est, respectively.
The software implementing the group contribution method requires, as input, a concatenation of MDL mol files. We obtained IUPAC International Chemical Identifiers (InChIs) from the databases HMDB (31), KEGG (32) , and ChEBI (33), then converted them to ''mol'' files with OpenBabel (version 2.3.0) (34) . The majority of InChIs were retrieved from the three databases automatically by cross-referencing metabolite data in Recon 1 with the data in each database (see Fig. S2 ). Accurate matching of Recon 1 metabolites with database entries was verified manually. If no InChI was automatically retrieved we attempted to retrieve it manually from the aforementioned databases. Where possible, InChIs were created manually with MarvinSketch (v5.3.7; ChemAxon, Budapest, Hungary) for metabolites where no InChI was available in any of the three databases.
Pseudoisomer groups
Alberty (12) gives D f G 0 j,obs for all metabolite species of interest in the pH range 5-9, whereas the group contribution method that we used returns D f G 0 j,est for the single most abundant metabolite species at pH 7 (13) . Approximating D f G 0 0 i,est away from pH 7, with D f G 0 0 j,est for the most abundant species at pH 7, can lead to erroneous results for reactions involving metabolites with significant mole fractions present as nonpredominant species (20, 28 
where pK j,est is the acid dissociation constant for the weak acid at 0 M ionic strength. Acid dissociation constants were estimated with a pK a calculator plugin (v5.3.7) from ChemAxon. 
Body temperature adjustment
Data on compartment-specific conditions
For the eight compartments in Recon 1, pH and f were obtained from the literature (Table 1) 
where S k˛Z m,1 denotes the corresponding column from the stoichiometric matrix and
i for all metabolites. Where a reaction involves metabolites with thermodynamic estimates from different standard states, we adjusted them all to have the same baseline as described in our previous article on Escherichia coli (20) .
As described in detail in Uncertainty in Standard Transformed Gibbs Energy in the Supporting Material, the uncertainty in standard transformed reaction Gibbs energy, denoted u r,k , was calculated as the Euclidean norm of three independent sources of uncertainty: 1), uncertainty associated with the standard Gibbs energy of metabolite structural groups that are either created or destroyed during a chemical reaction; 2), uncertainty associated with the limited availability of experimental data on standard enthalpy of formation; and 3), uncertainty associated with the dearth of experimental literature on ionic strength. An additional source of uncertainty for peroxisomal reactions was variability in peroxisomal pH and membrane potential (see Table 1 ). The 95% confidence interval that we use to define minimum and maximum standard transformed reaction Gibbs energy are
As discussed in the previous subsection, due to limited availability of experimental data on standard enthalpy, we assumed that
for all metabolite species to calculate Gibbs energies at body temperature. Metabolite species standard Gibbs energy of formation can be defined as 
Transport reaction thermodynamics
Equation 4 is only valid for reactions taking place within a single compartment. When a reaction involves transport of metabolite species between different compartments with different hydrogen ion activity or electrical potential, the standard transformed reaction Gibbs energy is
where N(H) is the net number of hydrogen ions transported from initial to final compartment, DD f G(H) is the difference between initial and final compartment hydrogen ion Gibbs energy of formation, F is Faraday's constant, Q is the net number of charges transported from initial to final compartment, and Df is the difference between the electrical potential of the initial and final compartments. A swift derivation of Eq. 5 is provided in Thermodynamic Treatment of Hydrogen Ions and Charge in Multicompartmental Metabolic Reactions in the Supporting Material. It is important to note that the stoichiometry of each transport reaction must accurately reflect the mechanism of intercompartmental transport, down to the details of the charged species transported.
Metabolite concentrations
Compartment-specific concentration ranges for the most highly connected Recon 1 metabolites, typically cofactors, were obtained from the Human 
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Metabolome Database (HMDB) (31) and directly from literature (see Table S2 in the Supporting Material). Noncompartment-specific concentrations were listed in HMDB for other compartment-specific metabolites. From HMDB we obtained both plasma and cytosolic concentrations for certain metabolites (Fig. 1 ). However, due to the significant fraction of these metabolites with differences in plasma versus cytosolic concentration, of over an order of magnitude or more in some cases, we did not use noncompartment-specific concentrations. Where compartment-specific concentrations could not be obtained, we constrained concentrations between x min ¼ 10 À7 M and x max ¼ 10 À2 M. These bounds were based on lower and upper limits on all experimentally determined cytosolic metabolite concentrations listed in the HMDB. There are exceptions for water and dissolved gases (see Concentrations of Water and Dissolved Gases in the Supporting Material).
Quantitative assignment of reaction directionality
The minimum and maximum transformed reaction Gibbs energy are given by
where inf denotes the infimum and sup denotes the supremum with respect to the bounds on metabolite concentrations described above. By the second law of thermodynamics, we say that a reaction may be assigned to be quantitatively forward, if D r G 
Concentration variability
Given concentration bounds and thermodynamic data, the previous subsection describes a method for quantitatively assigning reaction directionality. Quantitative assignments can be used to compute more constrained bounds on metabolite concentrations (16, 19, 35) . Such calculation of (logarithmic) concentration z i h ln(x i ) variability is an established facet of network-embedded thermodynamic analysis (16, 36) . The calculation of (logarithmic) concentration variability is a set of 2 Â m linear optimization problems min=max d T $z; (6) subject to z min %z%z max ;
where
represents the bounds on standard transformed reaction Gibbs energy, as described above. In Eq. 10, v k > 0 denotes a net forward flux direction through an essential metabolic pathway ( (25) (12, 24) . For the remaining metabolites (1478/1891) D f G 0 j,est values were estimated using a group contribution method (13, 15, 30) . The majority (784/893) of metabolites for which no D f G 0 j,est could be obtained were macromolecules of variable structure whose InChI strings could not be unambiguously generated. Examples included heparan sulfates, which are of variable length and composition. The remaining metabolites (109/893) contained structural groups, such as nitro (-NO 2 ) or sulfinyl (>S¼O) groups, which were not covered by the group contribution method.
The pH affects D f G 0 0 i for weakly acidic or basic metabolites by altering the equilibrium distribution of metabolite species within their respective pseudoisomer groups (see FIGURE 1 Both cytosolic and plasma concentrations, x, were listed in HMDB for 33 metabolites. For many metabolites the correlation between cytosol and plasma was good (open circles), but for some metabolites the concentration can differ between cytosol and plasma by more than an order of magnitude (solid circles). We conservatively conclude that plasma concentration data cannot generally be assumed to represent cytosolic concentration.
Biophysical Journal 102(8) 1703-1711 Fig. S1 ). To accurately account for this effect, D f G 0 j for each metabolite species must be known. The group contribution method returns D f G 0 j,est for the single most predominant species at pH 7 for each metabolite (13) . Using this single output as a starting point, we computed D f G 0 j,est for all other metabolite species present at a significant mole fraction (R0.05), at some point in the pH range 5-9. We found that nearly one-fifth (341/1891) of metabolites had more than one species present at a significant mole fraction at compartmental pH. Combined, these metabolites participate in close to half ( i,est were available was 10.60 kJ/mol when they were represented as pseudoisomer groups of multiple ionic species, and 14.17 kJ/mol when they were represented by the predominant species at pH 7 only.
An illustrative example of a highly connected metabolite that consists of an equilibrium mixture of multiple ionic species at physiological pH is the phosphate ion. The predominant phosphate species at 298 K, 0 M ionic strength, and pH 7 is HPO Table S3 and Fig. S4 ). k between À100 and 50 kJ/mol, but a significant number (100/2129) had a large negative D r G 0 0 k of~À400 kJ/mol (see Fig. S7 ). These reactions all involved oxidation by O 2 or reduction by H 2 O 2 , NADH, or NADPH.
Standard transformed reaction Gibbs energy
Varying the pH affects D r G 0 0 k for both nontransport and transport reactions to a similar extent (see Fig. S8 ). The difference in D r G 0 0 k between pH 5 and pH 9 was up to 95.87 kJ/mol for nontransport reactions, and up to 95.00 kJ/mol for transport reactions. The fact that D r G 0 0 k for a single reaction can vary to this degree within the range of physiological pH has implications for compartmentalization of reactions in metabolic reconstructions. A reaction mechanism that has been well characterized in one compartment (or between a pair of compartments) cannot be assumed to represent the mechanism for another compartment without careful consideration of differences in compartmental conditions. Nontransport reactions that were affected the most by changes in pH were mainly hydrolysis reactions, where the difference in number of bound hydrogen atoms between reactants and products was greatest. The extent to which pH affected transport reactions was in proportion to the number of translocated protons, so that proton antiport or symport reactions were affected the most.
To capture the full extent of the effects of pH on D r G 0 0 k , acidic and basic metabolites must be represented as pseudoisomer groups of multiple ionic species. This is particularly important for transport reactions (see Fig. S8 ). 
Compartmental differences in pH affect
Quantitative assignment of reaction directionality
We say that reaction directions in Recon 1 are qualitative assignments, as they are typically based on qualitative biochemical data from enzyme characterization studies. Some Recon 1 reaction directions were qualitatively assigned based on indirect evidence, e.g., identical reactions in other organisms or mechanistically similar reactions (3). We say that a reaction is quantitatively forward, if D r G uncertainty in standard transformed reaction Gibbs energy. Fig. 2 demonstrates that at least a thousand reactions could potentially be assigned thermodynamically forward (or reverse) if sufficient metabolite concentration data became available in the future. Remaining reactions could only be assigned thermodynamically forward (or reverse) if more precise standard Gibbs energies also become available in future. This is especially important for reactions involving metabolites where many structural groups are not invariant with respect to the reaction. Moreover, from the perspective of an analytical chemist or experimental thermochemist, Fig. 2 points to those metabolites that would benefit most from quantitative intracellular compartmentally resolved metabolomic experiments, and those reactions that would benefit most from a measurement of their equilibrium constant.
A small number (29/2129) of reactions were qualitatively reversible but quantitatively irreversible in either the forward (23/30) or the reverse (6/30) direction. Flux variability analysis (38) on Recon 1 revealed that 11 of the quantitatively forward reactions and one of the quantitatively reverse reactions could only ever proceed in the direction that was consistent with their quantitative directionality. An example is the mitochondrial glutathione peroxidase (E.C. 1.11.1.9) reaction
which was qualitatively reversible but quantitatively forward. Flux variability analysis revealed that, if the cell represented by Recon 1 is constrained to produce nonzero biomass, this reaction can never carry negative flux. Its effective qualitative directionality therefore agrees with its quantitative directionality. Only 19 reactions had inconsistent qualitative and quantitative directionality, i.e., were qualitatively reversible but quantitatively irreversible, or qualitatively forward but quantitatively reverse. From a literature review, we found that five of these reactions had incorrect quantitative directionality assignments, nine had incorrect qualitative assignments, and five had potentially incorrect stoichiometries in Recon 1 (see Reactions with Inconsistent Qualitative and Quantitative Directionality Assignments in the Supporting Material). All five reactions with incorrect quantitative directionality assignments involved complex structural transformations such as ring openings. The group contribution method we used does not appear to be well suited for estimation of D r G 0 0 k for such reactions. Based on our results for the five reactions with incorrect quantitative directionality, our confidence in estimated 0 for other similarly complex structural transformations is low.
Concentration variability
We sought to test the accuracy of our calculations of standard reaction Gibbs energy by predicting compartmentspecific concentration ranges that are also consistent with net flux through reactions in directions known to be essential for normal function of human metabolism. Recon 1 was validated by flux-balance-based simulation of 288 known metabolic functions found in a variety of cell and tissue types (25) . We determined essential flux directions by repeating these 288 simulations, with only those reactions set to irreversible that were both qualitatively and quantitatively irreversible in the same direction. Flux directions that were consistent across all 288 simulations were taken to be essential. A total of 455 reactions had consistent flux directions in all simulations. Given standard reaction Gibbs energies and default bounds on metabolite concentrations, the directionality constraints on these 455 reactions (Eq. 10) act to further narrow the range of metabolite concentration. This narrowed range can be found by linear optimization as described in Concentration Variability, above.
Compared with default concentration ranges, 11 metabolites had their range narrowed by an order of magnitude or more (Fig. 3) . In the output from the linear optimization solver, the nonzero dual variables indicate the constraint(s) that bound metabolite concentration. We used this to identify the reaction directionality constraints (Eq. 10) that actively narrow a bound on a metabolite's concentration range (see the Supporting Material). A narrower concentration range was always the result of a directionality constraint on a single reaction. In some cases, a directionality constraint on a single reaction could impose bounds on multiple metabolite concentrations. An example of this was the mitochondrial folypolyglutamate synthase (E.C. 6.3.2.17) reaction
which was constrained to be irreversible in the forward direction. The directionality constraint on this reaction, combined with bounds on mitochondrial concentrations of ATP and ADP (see Table S2 ), imposed narrowed bounds on mitochondrial concentrations of 7,8-dihydrofolate, L-glutamate, pentaglutamyl folate and inorganic phosphate (Fig. 3) . Measurements of mitochondrial concentrations of L-glutamate have ranged from 2 Â 10 À4 M (39) to 1.7 Â 10 À2 M (40) that agrees well with our prediction. Mitochondrial concentrations of 7,8-dihydrofolate, pentaglutamyl folate and inorganic phosphate have not to our knowledge been measured. Concentration ranges of seven additional metabolites were narrowed by an order of magnitude of more (Fig. 3) . The narrower concentration bounds were in all seven cases due to constraints on the directionality of passive diffusion reactions that transported the metabolites between two cell compartments. The concentration of ammonia in peroxisomes was further constrained by bounds on cytosolic ammonia concentration, and the concentrations of phosphate in peroxisomes and the Golgi apparatus were constrained by bounds on cytosolic phosphate concentration (see Table S2 ). As literature reports of compartment specific concentrations were not found for any of the seven metabolites, we searched instead for Michaelis constants of compartment specific enzymes that consume each of them (41) (42) (43) . In a quantitative metabolomic study of E. coli, it was observed that most metabolite concentrations are between two orders of magnitude above the Michaelis constant K M and one order of magnitude below it (44) . Our literature search returned Michaelis constants of one cytosolic enzyme for aminoacetone (41) and two for glyoxylate (45) . Predicted concentrations were always within one order of magnitude below measured Michaelis constants (Fig. 3) .
The aim of this analysis was to predict generic bounds on metabolite concentrations. We therefore constrained only a small subset of Recon 1 reaction directions that were essential for multiple metabolic functions. Even with such loose constraints we were able to predict compartment specific concentration ranges for 11 metabolites. Simulation of a single metabolic objective could be used to constrain a larger set of reaction directions. With tighter constraints we expect that condition specific concentration ranges could be predicted for an increased number of metabolites.
CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated in vivo standard transformed Gibbs energy estimates for 1891 metabolites, 807 transport reactions, and 1322 nontransport reactions in Recon 1, a multicompartmental reconstruction of human metabolism (25) . This was accomplished through use of von Bertalanffy 1.1 (22) , an open source software package for thermodynamic calculations and reaction directionality assignment in multicompartmental genome-scale models. The resulting thermodynamically constrained model can be used in various thermodynamics-based analysis of genome-scale metabolic networks, most of which depend on availability of standard transformed Gibbs energies at in vivo conditions. Examples include methods to constrain reaction directionality (17, 19, 20) , determine potential regulatory sites (16, 19) , and evaluate thermodynamic feasibility of individual reactions (15) , flux distributions (18, 19) , metabolic pathways (30) , and metabolomic data (16, 36) . FIGURE 3 Default (black) and predicted variability (red) in logarithmic concentration ranges, where the predicted concentration range was narrower by an order of magnitude or more. As described in the Concentration Variability section, we predicted concentration variability by combining the thermodynamic data computed in this study with knowledge of reaction directions required for metabolically essential functions. We observed that predicted concentration agrees well with available literature on experimentally observed concentration ranges (blue) or Michaelis constants (green) of compartment-specific enzymes consuming the corresponding metabolite. Metabolite names corresponding to the abbreviations in the figure are given in the Supporting Material.
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Recon 1 consists of eight cellular compartments that can have different values of pH, electrical potential, and ionic strength. This feature poses certain challenges for calculations of standard transformed Gibbs energies for metabolites and reactions. To accurately account for the effects of the environmental variables on Gibbs energy, weakly acidic or basic metabolites must be represented as pseudoisomer groups of multiple ionic species. Differences in compartmental conditions must be taken into account in calculations of standard transformed Gibbs energies for transport reactions. We accounted for all metabolite species present at physiological pH and adjusted all Gibbs energies to cell compartment-specific conditions. A thorough treatment of transport reaction thermodynamics enabled us to estimate standard transformed reaction Gibbs energies for transport reactions with high confidence. We showed that compartmental pH is an important determinant of thermodynamic feasibility of reactions, and should be viewed as such in compartmentalization of reactions.
We demonstrated the utility of estimated standard transformed Gibbs energies by quantitatively assigning reaction directionality. A large majority of the 392 thermodynamically irreversible reactions were also irreversible in Recon 1, providing thermodynamic confirmation of the directionality of these reactions. Using the combination of estimated standard transformed reaction Gibbs energies and quantitative directionality assignments, we were able to predict compartment-specific concentration ranges for 11 Recon 1 metabolites. Our predictions were in good agreement with available literature. Manual identification of irreversible reactions in novel metabolic reconstructions is a timeconsuming and labor-intensive process. Automating this process for multicompartmental models is of significant value to the systems biology community. Kümmel et al. (17) developed an algorithm to automatically identify and eliminate thermodynamically infeasible reaction directionalities from metabolic reconstructions. They identified 130 irreversible reactions in a genome-scale reconstruction of E. coli metabolism. The number of irreversible reactions identified with von Bertalanffy 1.1 compares favorably with these results.
The calculation of standard transformed Gibbs energies for biochemical reactions is of immediate use in the assignment of reaction directionality. Ultimately, our results will be applied to thermodynamically constrain the feasible set of kinetic parameters (46, 47) for a mass conserved elementary kinetic model of human metabolism (R. M. T. Fleming and I. Thiele, unpublished). Establishing quantitatively correct thermodynamic constraints on elementary kinetic parameters, in the form of Haldane relations for composite reactions (49), would solve a large part of the kinetic parameter estimation problem.
Thermodynamically constraining composite metabolic reactions is based on established thermodynamic theory (12) . The accuracy of estimated thermodynamic variables is limited by the quality of input data. We have attempted to compile all thermodynamically relevant data for humans in our calculations, and found it lacking in some aspects. Due mainly to the dearth of quantitative metabolomic data, and to a lesser extent uncertainty in standard Gibbs energies of formation, the majority of biochemical reactions in Recon 1 were estimated to be quantitatively reversible. Greater precision in quantitative directionality assignments depend primarily on the availability of compartmentally resolved metabolomic data and secondarily on improvement in semiempirical (13, 14) or ab initio (50-52) computational methods for estimating thermodynamic parameters.
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